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about me
I'm a frontend developer with 4 years of experience. I use modern web 
frameworks and CSS to create interfaces that look great and are easy 
to use. I like being an engaged team member and coming up with 
improvements and new features together.



So far I’ve been working on projects that solve a problem that real 
humans have, and I’m looking for an opportunity that allows me to 
keep this going, as it’s what I enjoy the most.  

I value workspaces that are tech-driven, inclusive and open to the 
ideas of the people in them.

work experience
09/2021 ― today Omio

 Working on premium features and price insights 
to travellers, like travel insurance offers, 
cancel-for-any-reason and showing dates with 
cheapest price

 Writing and reviewing React and React Native 
cod

 Maintaining and iteratively improving cross-
platform frontend component librar

 Writing unit and end-to-end test
 Advocating for and working on accessible UX
 Developing internal tools for developer 

experience and productivity

08/2020 ― 08/2021 Adevinta Hungary

 Worked in a cross-functional team on Hungary’s 
#1 classified ads sit

 Engaged in identifying and creating simple 
solutions to improve UX togethe

 Worked on simplifying search experience: 
search filters, search results ordering and 
transparency, save search featur

 Maintained legacy AngularJS codebase while 
adding new features in Reac

 Took part in full React-SSR TypeScript rewrite 
with Lerna, Tailwind, Rollup and Storyboo

 Set up A/B tests and marketing campaigns

02/2019 - 08/2020 Freelance Web Developer

 Designed and implemented responsive web 
apps to fit client needs using MERN stac

 Created customized web dashboards for small 
companies to monitor their workflow and 
manage their dat

 Helped clients deploy projects to Node+Express 
servers, set up databases or serverless 
solutions with Firebase

workflow
languages

javascript

typescript

css, sass

frameworks

react

react native

vue

tailwind

redux

tools

jest

cypress

puppeteer

storybook

figma

git

I agree to the processing of personal data provided in this document for realising the recruitment process pursuant to the Personal Data Protection Act of 10 May 
2018 (Journal of Laws 2018, item 1000) and in agreement with Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the 
protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General 
Data Protection Regulation).
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